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Benefits

What’s in it for you?

Wrist provides a huge range of products in provision items
and all types of deck, engine and cabin stores. We provide
quality items at competitive prices. In addition, we are able to
source an impressive range of spare parts.
Experienced partner

Wrist is your experienced ship supplier. We constantly strive to develop our business and with
more than 50 years in the ship supply market, we
are proud that we can call ourselves the world’s
leading ship and offhore supplier.

Global reach

Wrist has brought ship chandlery into the 21st
century, creating a company that combines global reach with a local touch. Our people are local
- but product quality, prices, terms and conditions
are uniform across the board.

Single point of contact

Wrist strives to add value and develop close partnerships with our customer bases across the world.
We are committed to enhancing our global key account program to ensure that our regional teams
provide customers with outsourced ship supply
support that operates as an extension of their
business, optimising operational efficiencies and
vessel economy.

www.wrist.com

“

High-volume purchasing and consolidated deliveries help keeping
prices low. Wrist lets you choose
from more than a hundred thousand items.

Global presence - local excellence

Wrist stocks just about everything and delivers
just about everywhere - we just need to know
when your vessels will be in port.

Quality

Quality in goods is essential. All Wrist branches
meet customer demand for proven quality procedures.

Volume scale prices

High-volume purchasing and consolidated deliveries help keep prices low.

24/7 availability

Our global network is at your service 24/7/365.
We are dedicated to the satisfaction of our customers, and we know the importance of on-time
delivery.

Fast response time (EDI)

Wrist secures an efficient quoting process and
with our EDI solution you are always guaranteed
optimised data interchange. Ordering can take
place anyway you like – locally by phone or centrally by EDI.

One-stop-shopping

Enjoy the convenience of one-stop-shopping.
Wrist is your one-stop-resource for all your stores
and provisions. Everything from a specific brand of
coffee to a vital ball bearing for the machine room.
We serve vessels offshore and in port, whether it is
at berth, anchorages or off-port limits.

Transparency

We provide effective management with technology that ensures transparency around budgets and
planning control.

Business intelligence

Our business intelligence statistics let buyers see
- item by item and ship by ship - exactly what
they are spending worldwide.

Accreditation

All Wrist warehouses comply with the requirements from local authorities.
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Wrist Ship Supply . Stigsborgvej 60 . P.O. Box 215 . DK-9400 Noerresundby . Denmark
E-mail: wrist@wrist.com . Tel.: +45 98 13 72 77 . Fax: +45 98 16 58 33 . Website: www.wrist.com

